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[57] ABSTRACT 

.A system for reading binary data recorded on a 
storage medium as magnetic tape in either of several 
coding techniques. Speci?cally, the system is capable 
of reading either phase encoded data or data recorded 
in the form of nonreturn-to-zero pulses in which one 
binary value is represented by a flux reversal in a bit 
cell and the other binary value is represented by the 
absence of a ?ux reversal in a bit cell (hereafter called 
modi?ed NRZ). A positive threshold detector, a nega 
tive threshold detector, and a bipolar peak detector 
are utilized for recovering the NRZ data and part of 
the preamble of the phase encoded data. The bipolar 
peak detector is also employed in the recovery of the 
phase encoded data itself. To recover the NRZ data 
and the preamble of the phase encoded data, the out 
put of the positive threshold detector and the bipolar 
peak detector are combined in one AND circuit and ' 
the output of the negative threshold detector and the 
inverse output of the bipolar peak detector are com 

- bined in another AND circuit. To recover the phase 
encoded data, an excursion indicating signal 
representing the peak-to-peak amplitude of the read 

‘ head signal is produced by differentiating it and then 
separately integrating the two half cycles of the dif 
ferentiated signal. The maximum amplitude of the dif 
ferentiated signal is limited to suppress noise. The in 
tegrated signals are applied to a positive threshold de 
tector and a negative threshold detector, respectively. 
The output of the positive threshold detector is com 
bined with the output of the bipolar peak detector in 
one AND circuit and the output of the negative 
threshold detector is combined with the inverse of the 
output of the bipolar peak detector in another AND 
circuit to recover the phase encoded data. To check 
for errors in the phase encoded data, these outputs are 
switched and applied to two other AND circuits. 

‘4 9 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures 
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SYSTEM FOR PROCESSING SIGNALS HAVING 
PEAKS INDICATING BINARY DATA 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION 

This is a division of application Ser. No. 668,529 
?led Sept. 8, 1967 entitled BINARY DATA HAN 
DLING SYSTEM which issued May 25, 1971, as US 
Pat. No. 3,581,297. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to binary data handling and, 
more particularly, to the recovery of phase encoded 
and conventionally encoded binary data from a storage 
medium. ‘ 

In recovering phase encoded data from tape, the 
signal produced by the magnetic read head has an oscil 
lating, approximately sinusoidal wave form. Normally, 
a positive peak in the read head signal at the center of a 
bit cell indicates one binary value and a negative peak 
in the read head signal at the center of a bit cell in 
dicates the other binary value. Each time the binary 
value of the data recorded on the medium remains the 
same in successive bit cells, the read head signal 
produces an intervening pulse at the cell boundary. 
Each time the binary value of the data recorded on the 
medium changes in successive bit cells, the read head 
signal has no such intervening pulse at the cell bounda 
ry. The peak amplitude of the read head signal varies 
substantially as the pulse information pattern changes. 
For example, the peak amplitude of the read head 
signal is generally smaller in a bit cell in which the same 
binary value as the previous bit cell is repeated. 
Further, the read head signal tends to wander ap 
preciably, i.e., its positive and negative peaks do not 
remain symmetrical about a reference level. These 
characteristics cause trouble in processing the phase 
encoded read head signal, particularly in regard to 
peak amplitude discrimination. 

Generally, the read head signal produced in the 
recovery of conventionally encoded binary data has 
different characteristics from the read head signal 
produced for phase encoded data. An example of such 
conventionally encoded binary data is the so-called 
modi?ed nonreturn-to-z'erotNRz) data in which one 
binary value is representedby a ?ux reversal in a bit 
cell and the other binary value isrepresented by the 
absence of a flux reversal in a bit cell. Different 
techniques have been developed for processing phase 
encoded data and conventionally encoded data due to 
their different characteristics. Some tape handling 
equipment is provided with the capability of accom 
modating both phase encoded data and conventionally 
encoded data. Since different techniques are used to 
process the read head signal of the two types of data, 
essentially separate electronic recovery circuitry is 
customarily employed for the phase encoded data and 
the conventionally encoded data. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In an embodiment of the invention, phase encoded 
data and conventionally encoded data, in particular 
modi?ed NRZ data, are processed in such a manner 
that an appreciable amount of the electronic recovery 
circuitry involved can be utilized in common. 
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2 
Speci?cally, a positive threshold detector, a negative 

threshold detector, and a bipolar peak detector are util 
ized in the recovery of both the modi?ed NRZ data and 
part of the preamble of the phase encoded data. The 
read head signal is applied to the positive threshold de 
tector, the negative threshold detector, and the bipolar 
peak detector. The output of the bipolar peak detector 
is combined in one AND circuit with the output of the 
positive threshold detector and in another AND circuit 
with the output of the negative threshold detector. 
The bipolar peak detector is also employed to 

recover the phase encoded data per se. Accordingly, 
the output of the bipolar peak detector is combined in 
one AND circuit with an excursion indicating signal 
representing the amplitude of the positive going por 
tion of the phase encoded read head signal and in 
another AND circuit with a signal representing the am 
plitude of the negative going portion of the phase en 
coded read head signal. 
According to an aspect of the invention, the peak-to 

peak amplitude of the read head signal is sensed in 
recovering the phase encoded data. By measuring the 
peak-to-peak amplitude of the read head signal, a 
representation of the phase encoded data is obtained 
that is less sensitive to variations in the peak amplitude 
and to any wandering of the read head signal. Speci? 
cally, the read head signal is ?rst differentiated and 
then integrated separately over the half cycles of the 
differentiated signal. The integrated signals are applied 
to threshold detectors, the outputs of which are com 
bined in AND circuits with the output of the bipolar 
peak detector. Oppositely poled diodes couple the out 
put of the differentiator to the inputs of the two integra 
tors. These diodes each conduct during one-half cycle 
of the differentiated signal, thereby controlling the in 
tegrating intervals. Extraneous high frequency noise is 
suppressed by limiting the. amplitude of the dif 
ferentiated signal to that amplitude that triggers the 
threshold detectors for the minimum acceptable am 
plitude of the highest frequency component contained 
in the read head signal. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The features of a speci?c embodiment of the inven 
. tion are illustrated in the drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram in block form of elec~ 
tronic recovery circuitry for processing phase encoded 
and modi?ed NRZ binary data; 

FIG. 2 represents typical wave forms as a function of 
time at different points in FIG. 1 while processing 
modi?ed NRZ data; and 

FIG. 3 represents typical wave forms as a function of . 
time at different points in FIG. 1 while processing 
phase encoded data. 

DESCRIPTION OF A SPECIFIC EMBODIMENT 

Reference is now made to FIG. 1 in which circuitry 
for recovery binary data is shown and to FIGS. 2 and 3 
in which typical wave forms appearing at various points 
in the circuitry of FIG. 1 are shown. The points in FIG. 
1 where the wave forms of FIGS. 2 and 3 appear are 
marked by capital letters corresponding to the capital 
letters designating the wave forms in FIGS. 2 and 3. In 
FIG. 1, a length of magnetic tape 1 is transported past a 
read head 2 by conventional means not shown. Respon 
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sive to flux changes on tape 1, read head 2 produces 
electrical signals that are applied to an ampli?er 3. 
The operation .of the circuitry of FIG. 1 will ?rst be 

described in connection with the processing of 
modified NRZ data as represented by the wave forms. 
of FIG. 2. The orientation of the magnetic ?ux within 
six bit cells on the surface of tape 1 is represented in 
FIG. 2 by wave form A. The boundaries of the bit cells 
are marked by vertical dashed lines, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, l0, 
and 11. The data recorded on tape 1 consists of the bi 
nary values 11011 1 l. The binary value “ l ’.’ is stored as 
a reversal in the orientation of ?ux at the center of a bit 
cell, and the binary value “0” is stored as the absence 
of a reversal in the orientation of flux atthe center of a 
bit cell. The amplified read head signal, which com 
prises a pulse at each reversal in the orientation of the 
flux on tape 1, is represented in FIG. 2 by wave form B. 
The output of ampli?er 3 is connected to the inputs of a 
high bipolar threshold detector 20, a positive threshold 
detector 21, a negative threshold detector 22, a bipolar 
peak detector 23, and a di?'erentiator 24. Detectors 20 
through 23 are instrumental in processing the NRZ 
read head signal and differentiator 24 is only used for 
phase encoded data. Detectors 20 through 23 convert 
the analog read head signal to binary signals which are 
employed for the remainder of the recovery operation. 
For the purposes of discussion, it is assumed that the 
two states of the binary signal are a predetermined 
positive level and ground. 
The output of high bipolar threshold detector 20, 

which vis represented by wave form C in FIG. 2, changes 
from ground to the positive level whenthe read head 
signal going positive from ground exceeds a high 
predetermined positive threshold level represented by 
vdashed line 25 in wave form B_ of FIG. 2 and returns to 
ground'when the read head signal ‘going negative from 
ground exceeds a high predetermined negative 
threshold level represented by dashed line 26 in wave 
from B of FIG. 2. The points in time at which the read 
head signal crosses lines 25 and 26 are designated b and 
f, respectively, in FIG. 2. Detector 20 could be a 

' Schmidt trigger circuit exhibiting a large hysteresis. In 
terms of wave from B of FIG. 2, the hysteresis of the 
Schmidt trigger circuit would be represented by the 
distance ‘between .lines 25 and 26. As illustrated by 
wave form B in FIG. 2, the negative pulse of the read 
head signal produced by the positive-to-negative rever 
sal on tape 1 in the bit cell vbetween lines 8 and 9 has in 
sufficient amplitude to trigger threshold detector 20. 
As a result, the output of threshold detector 20 remains 
at the positive level until the amplitude of a negative 
pulse of the read head signal does exceed the negative 
threshold levelrepresented by linel26. In the case of 
FIG. 2, this occurs in the bit cell between lines 10 and 
11. > 

As represented by wave from D in FIG. '2, theoutput 
of ‘positive threshold detector2l is actuated and as 
sumes the positive level when the read head signal 
going. positive from zero exceeds a low predetermined 
positive threshold level represented in wave from B of 
FIG. 2 by a dashed line 27. The output of threshold de 
tector 21 returnsto ground when the amplitude of the 
read head signal‘ drops below the threshold level 
represented by line 27. The read head signal crosses 
line 27 at points in time designated a and d in FIG. 2. As 
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4 
represented by wave form .E in'FIG. 2, the‘ output of 
negative threshold detector 22 is actuated and assumes 
the positive level when the read head signal going nega 
tive from zero exceeds a low predetermined negative 
threshold level represented in wave form B of FIG. 2 by 
a dashed line 28.'The output of threshold detector 22 
returns to ground when the amplitude of the read head 
signal drops below the threshold level represented by 
line 28. The read head signal crosses line 28 at points in 
time designated 2 and h in FIG. 2. Threshold detectors 
21 and 22 could also be Schmidt trigger circuits that 
exhibit negligible hysteresis. . 
As represented by wave form F in FIG. 2, the output 

of bipolar peak detector 23 assumes the positive level 
at the positive peaks of the read head signal (points in 
time designated c in FIG. 2) and returns to ground at 
the negativepeaks of the read head signal (points in 

- time designated g in FIG. 2). Peak detector 23 could 
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comprise a di?‘erentiator that differentiates the read 
head signal, a zero crossing detector that produces a 
pulse at the zero crossings of the differentiated signal, 
and a ?ip-?op triggered by the zero crossing pulses. 
The AND circuits shown in FIG. 1 are assumed to 

operate on a positive level signal. Therefore, when both 
the inputs are at a positive level, the output is at a posi 
tive level and in all other cases the output is at ground. 
Similarly, the OR circuits shown in FIG. 1 are assumed 
to operate on a positive level signal. Therefore, when 
all the inputs of an OR circuit are at ground, its output 
is at ground, and when any input is at a positive level, 
its output is at a positive level. 
A ?ip-?op 40 has a output lead designated NRZ that 

is at the positive level while NRZ data is being 
processed and a complementary output lead designated 
PE that is at the positive level while phase encoded data 
is being processed. The NRZ lead of ?ip-?op 40 is con 
nected to one input of an AND circuit-45. The outputs 
of pulse generators 41 and 42 are normally at ground. 
Each assumes the positive level for a predetermined 
duration of time to form a pulse each time when its 
input undergoes a transition from ground to the posi 
tive level. The output of bipolar peak detector 23 is 
combined in an AND circuit 43 with the output of posi 
tive threshold detector 21. The output of AND circuit 
43 is coupled through an OR circuit 44, AND circuit 
45, and an OR circuit 46 to the input of pulse generator 
42. Thus, at time c, the output of AND circuit 43 as 
sumesthe positive level and responsive thereto a ?xed 
duration pulse represented by'wave form G in FIG. 2 is 
produced at the output of pulse generator 42. 
The output of bipolar peak detector 23 is also cou 

pled through an inverter 47 to an AND circuit 48 
where it is combined with the output of negative 
threshold detector 22. The'output of inverter 47 is the 
opposite binary state from its input. Thus, when the 
output of peak detector 23 is at ground, the output of 
inverter 47 is at the'positive level. When the output of 
peak detector 23, represented by wave form F in FIG. 
2, drops from the positive level to ground at time 3, the 
output of AND circuit 48, which is coupled through 
OR circuit 46 to pulse generator 42, rises to the posi 
tive level. Consequently, pulse generator 42 produces 
another ?xed pulse, duration pulses, as represented ‘by 
wave form G in FIG. 2. In summary, each time the out 
put of peak detector 23 changes state while the cor 
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' responding threshold detector (21 or 22) is actuated, a 
pulse is produced at the output of pulse generator 42, 
thereby designating a binary value “ 1.” 
The read head signal is discriminated by peak detec 

tor 23 on a time basis and by threshold detectors 21 
and 22 on an amplitude basis. Accordingly, the outputs 
of AND circuits 43 and 48 provide a time and am 
plitude discriminated binary representation of the read 
head signal. Output lead NRZ of ?ip-?op 40 is coupled 
to one input of an AND circuit 49 to gate the pulses 
produced by pulse generator 42 to NRZ data circuitry 
50 where they are decoded and utilized. 

Since detectors 21 and 22 discriminate the amplitude 
of the read head signal in the course of the recovery of 
the data, their threshold levels, represented by lines 27 
and 28 respectively in wave form B of FIG. 2, are as low 
as practicable. The threshold levels of detector 20, 
which are represented by lines 25 and 26 in wave form 
B of FIG. 2, are set at a much higher level than the 
threshold levels of detectors 21 and 22 to provide a 
check in the course of , the writing operation. This 
check insures that the read head signal level produced 
by the information being written on tape 1 is suffi 
ciently above the threshold level of threshold detectors 
21 and 22 to allow for later degradation in the signal 
level. The output of bipolar threshold detector 20 is 
combined in an AND circuit 60 with the output of 
AND circuit 48, which changes from ground to the 
positive level at the negative peaks of the‘ read head 
signal, i.e., at time 3. As a result, the output of AND cir 
cuit 60 remains at ground as long as the amplitude of 
the negative pulses of the read head signal exceed the 
negative threshold level of detector 20. Similarly, the 
output of threshold detector 20 is coupled through an 
inverter 61 to an AND circuit 62 where it is combined 
with the output of OR circuit 44 which changes from 
ground to the positive level at the positive peaks of the 
read head signal, i.e., at time c. Therefore, the output of 
AND circuit 62 remains at ground as long as the am 
plitude of the positive pulses of the read head signal ex 
ceeds the positive threshold level of detector 20. The 
outputs of AND circuits 60 and 62 are coupled through 
an OR circuit 63 to an NRZ write error indicator 64. 
Any time a positive pulse of the read head signal falls 
between the positive threshold level of detector 20 and 
the positive threshold level of detector 21 or any time a 
negative pulse of the read head signal falls between the 
negative threshold level of detector 20 and the negative 
threshold level of detector 22, the output of OR circuit 
63 changes from ground to the positive level and error 
indicator 64 is actuated. In such case, the information 
being checked would be rewritten on tape 1. In wave 
form B of FIG. 2, the negative pulse of the read head 
signal in the bit cell between lines 8 and 9 fails to ex 
ceed the negative threshold level of detector 20 so the 
output of detector 20 does not change states at time f as 
is normally the case. Therefore,‘ the input of AND cir 
cuit 60 from detector 20 is at the positive level when 
the input of AND circuit 60 from AND circuit 48 
changes from ground to the positive level. Accordingly, 
error indicator 64 is actuated. 
The operation of the circuitry of FIG. 1 in processing 

phase encoded data will now be considered in conjunc 
tion with the wave forms of FIG. 3. The orientation of 
the magnetic flux within ?ve bits cells is represented in 

6 
FIG. 3 by wave form A. The data consisting of the bi 
nary values 00110 is phase encoded on tape 1 in the 
form of nonreturn-to-zero pulses. The boundaries of 
the bit cells are marked by vertical dashed lines 52, '53, 
54, 55, 56, and 57. The binary value “1" is vstored as a . 
negative-to-positive reversal in the orientation of ?ux 
at the center of a bit cell and the binary value “0” is 

, stored as a positive-to-negative reversal in the orienta 
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tion of flux at the center of a bit cell. The reversals in 
the orientation of ?ux occurring at the boundaries of 
the bit cells do not directly represent the recorded data. 
When‘ the circuitry is processing phase encoded data, 
the NRZ lead of ?ip-?op 40 is at ground and the PE 
lead is at the positive level so no signal transmission 
takes place through AND circuit 45. In accordance 
with the common practice in recording phase encoded 
data, each block of phase encoded data on tape 1 is 
preceded by a preamble comprising series of binary “O‘ 
s” recorded in a predetermined number of bit cells and 
followed by a similar postamble. Since the same binary 
value is recorded in each bit cell of the preamble, the 
characteristics of the read head signal produced by the. 
preamble resemble the characteristics of the NRZ data 
read head signal for typical packing densities rather 
than the characteristics of the phase encoded datavread 
head signal. In other words, it does not vary ap 
preciably in peak amplitude or wander about the 
reference level like the phase encoded data read head 
signal does. A low threshold level is appropriate for 
phase encoded data because the variations in peak am 
plitude involved are large and its narrow band width 
permits limited noise to mix with the signal. On the 
other hand, a high threshold level is appropriate for 
modi?ed NRZ data because the variations in peak am 
plitude are small and its wide band width permits much 
noise to mix with the signal. A high threshold level is 
also appropriate for the preamble of the phase encoded 
data because the variations in peak amplitude are small 
and much noise may precede the beginning of the 
preamble due to the lack of recording on the tape. If 
the phase encoded threshold level were used for the 
preamble, the noise on the tape preceding the pream 
ble would in many cases produce a signal that exceeds 
the threshold level and gives a false indication of the , 
start of the preamble. Thus, the recovery circuitry for 
processing the modi?ed NRZ data is also employed to 
sense the start of the preamble of the phase encoded 
data. Positive threshold detector 21, negative threshold 
detector 22, bipolar peak detector 23, AND circuit 43, 
AND circuit 48, AND circuit 45, OR circuit 44, OR‘ 
circuit 46, and pulse generator 42 process the 
beginning of the preamble of each block of phase en 
coded data in the fashion described above in connec 
tion with the processing of the NRZ data. After a 
predetermined number of pulses are produced at the 
output of pulse generator 42 in response to the pream 
ble1of a block of phase encoded data, it is established 
with a certain degree of .probability that the preamble 
of a block of phase encoded data is in fact being read as 
distinguished from noise. Then, the circuitry of FIG. 1 
is converted to operate upon a phase encoded read 
head signal. This-is accomplished by coupling the out 
put of pulse generator 42 to a counter 70 through an 
AND circuit 71 that is energized by the PE output lead 
of ?ip-?op 40. After the predetermined number of pul 
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ses is produced by pulse generator 42, counter 70 
produces a pulse that sets a ?ip-?op 72, thereby ener 
gizing its output lead VRL. The transition of lead VRL 
from ground to the positive level signifies that a valid 
record level has been sensed. Lead VRL is combined in 
an AND circuit 74 with the output of bipolar peak de 
tector'23 and in an AND circuit 73 with the inverse of 
the output of peak detector 23. After a valid record 
level is indicated and lead VRL is at a positive level, 
AND circuit 73 and 74 override AND circuits 43 and 
48. In other words, the outputs of OR circuits 44 and 
46 change from ground to the positive level each time 
that bipolar peak detector 23 senses the peak of a posi 
tive pulse and a negative pulse respectively of the read 
head signal regardless of whether the read head signal 
exceeds the threshold level of detectors 21 and 22. A 
fixed duration pulse is therefore produced at the output 
of pulse generator 42 for the negative pulses of the read 
head signal, and ?xed duration pulses are produced at 
the output of pulse generator 41 for the positive pulses 
of the read head signal. After the end of the postamble 
of each block is sensed, tape transport is stopped until 
the tape handling equipment is given a command to 
read another block. At the same time, counter 70 and 
?ip-?op 72 are reset for sensing the start of the pream 
ble of the next block. 
The pulses generated by pulse generators 41 and 42 

represent the read head signal discriminated on a time 
basis. As illustrated by wave form B in FIG. 3, the phase 
encoded read head signal varies substantially in peak 
amplitude and wanders about'the zero level. For these 
reasons, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the phase en 
coded read head signal is sensed as-the basis for am 
plitude discrimination. To this end, the phase encoded 
read head signal, is applied to differentiator 24. As 
represented by wave form H in FIG. 3, the ‘dif 
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ferentiated signal has zero crossings (at times a and d) . 
that correspond in time to the peaks of the read, head 
signal. The maximum amplitude. of the output of dif 
ferentiator 24 is symmetrically limited by the‘ series 
combination of a batteryr85 and a diode 86 connected 
in parallel with a diode >75 and a battery 76. The voltage 
across batteries 85 and 76 determines the amplitude 
limit at the output of differentiator 24. The purpose of 
limiting the output of differentiator 24 and the criterion 
for determining the amplitude at which limiting com-_ 
mences is described in detail below. Oppositely poled 
diodes 77 ‘and 78 connect the output of di?‘erentiator 
24 to the input of integrators 79 and 80 respectively“ ’ 
By virtue of diode 77, integrator 79 integrates only 

over positive half cycles of the differentiated signal, as 
represented by wave form J in FIG. 3. Since the output 
of integrator 79 at the negative going zero crossing of 
the differentiated signal (time 0) represents the integral 
of the positive half cycle of the differentiated signal, it 
also represents the positive going peak-to-peak am 
plitude of the read head signal itself. In other words, it 
is an excursion indicating signal representing the am 
plitude change of the read head output signal from a 
peak of one polarity to a peak of'the other polarity. The 
outputvof pulse generator 41 is applied to the CLEAR 
input of integrator 79, which is cleared responsive to 
the end of each pulse produced by pulse generator 41 
(at time b). The output of integrator, 79 falls to ground 
each time it is cleared where it remains until the next 
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8 
positive half cycle of the differentiated signal (at time 
d). Thus, the positive half cycles of the differentiated 
signal are individually integrated. The output of in— 
tegrator 79 is applied to the input of a threshold detec 
tor 81. The output of threshold detector 81 remains at 
ground until the signal applied to itsfinput exceeds a 
predetermined positive threshold level represented in 
wave form J of FIG. 3 by a dashed ‘line 82, at which 
time its output assumes the‘ predetermined positive 
level. As represented by wave form L in FIG. 3, the out 
put ‘of threshold detector 81 rises to the positive level 
(at time f) each time the output of integrator 79 ex 
ceeds the threshold level and drops back to ground 
each time integrator 79 is cleared (at time‘ b). 
By virtue of diode 78, integrator 80 integrates only 

over negative half cycles of a differentiated signal as 
represented by wave form K in FIG. 3. Since the output 
of integrator 80 at the positive going zero crossing of ' 
the di?erentiated signal (time d) represents the integral 
of the negative half cycle of the differentiated signal, it 
also represents the negative going peak-to-peak am 
plitude of the read head signal itself. The output of 
pulse generator 42 is applied to the CLEAR input of in 
tegrator 80, which is cleared responsive to the end of 
each pulse produced by pulse generator 42 (at time e). 
The output of integrator 80 falls to ground each time it 
is cleared, where it remains until the next negative half 
cycle of the differentiated signal (at time a). The out 
put of integrator 80 is applied to the input of a 
threshold detector 83. The output of threshold detector 
83 remains at ground until the signal applied to its input 
exceeds a predetermined‘ negative threshold level, 
represented in wave form K of FIG. 3 by a dashed line 
84, at which time its output assumes the predetermined 
positive level.‘ As represented by wave from M in FIG. 
3, the output of threshold detector 83 rises to the posi 
tive level (at time 0) each time the output of integrator 
80 exceeds the threshold level and drops back to 
ground each time integrator 80 is cleared (at time e). 
The amplitude of the frequency response of a dif 

ferentiator rises as the frequency increases. To offset 
this, the output of differentiator 24 is symmetrically 
limited by diodes 86 and 75 and batteries 85 and 76 
such that its maximum amplitude is that amplitude 
required to trigger threshold detectors 81 and 83 when 
a signal of the minimum acceptable amplitude at the 
frequency of the. highest‘frequency. component of. the 
read head signal is applied to the input of differentiator 
24. For a phase encoded read head signal, the highest 
frequency component would be substantially the 
frequency of occurrence of the bit cells. In this way, the 
output of differentiator 24 is limited to the maximum 
amplitude of interest in processing the phase encoded 
read head signal. Since discrimination is made on a 
time amplitude basis, high frequency noise .is sur 
pressed by limiting. The effect of this limiting is to con 
fine the band width of the amplitude discriminating cir 
cuitry to the highest frequency component of interest 
of the read head signal. 

Threshold detectors 81 and 83 could be Schmidt 
trigger circuits having negligible hysteresis. Integrators 
79 and 80 could comprise capacitors that are charged 
responsive to the half cycle of the differentiated signal 
to be integrated and discharged responsive to the signal 
applied to the CLEAR input. 
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The output of positive threshold detector 81 is com 
bined in an AND circuit 90 with the output of pulse 
generator 41. Similarly, the output of negative 
threshold detector 83 is combined in an AND circuit 
91 with the output of pulse generator 42. The outputs 
of AND circuits 90 and 91 are coupled through AND 
circuits 92 and 93 respectively, which are energized by 
vthe VRL output of ?ip-?op 72, to phase encoded data 
circuitry 94. The outputs of AND circuits 90 and 91 
normally comprise series of pulses like those 
represented in wave forms N and P, respectively, of 
FIG. 3. The pulses at the output of AND circuit 92 oc 
curring at the middle of the bit cell represent data, 

10 

namely the ‘binary value “1.” Similarly, the pulses at 1 
the output of the AND circuit 93 occurring at the 
center of bit cells represents data, namely the binary 
value “0.” The pulses at the output of AND circuits 92 
and 93 occurring at the boundaries of bit cells 
represent flux reversals on tape 1 inherent in the nature 
of phase encoded data but not signifying data. Circuitry 
94 separates the data pulses from the phase pulses so 
the data can be decoded and utilized. Circuitry 94 
preferably includes the arrangement disclosed and 
claimed in an application of Chia-Cheng King, Arnold 
Jorgensen and Michael I. Behr, entitled “Binary Data 
Handling System,” assigned to the assignee of the 
present application, and filed concurrently herewith. 
The output of threshold detector 81 is also coupled 

through an inverter 95 to the input of an AND circuit 
96 where it is combined with the output of pulse 
generator 41. Likewise, the output of threshold detec 
tor 83 is also coupled through an inverter 97 to an 
AND CIRCUIT 98 where it is combined with the out 
put of pulse generator 42.‘ The outputs of AND circuits 
96 and 98 are connected through an OR circuit 99 to a 
phase encoded data error indicator‘ 100. Any time the 
peak-to-peak amplitude of the read head signal is insuf 
ficient to trigger threshold detector 81 or 83 at the cor 
responding peaks of the read head signal, a ?xed dura 
tion pulse from pulse generator 41 or 42 is transmitted 
through an AND circuit (96 or 98) and OR circuit 99 
to actuate error indicator 100. During a write check 
operation, the actuation of error indicator 100 shows 
the phase encoded data that was recorded on tape 1 
fails to provide a su?icient read head signal level. In 
such case, the phase encoded data would be rewritten 
on tape 1. In a read operation, the actuation of error in 
dicatorl00 shows that the data in a bit cell has been 
lost. In such case, an attempt would be made to recon 
struct the data by means of parity information. 
Although the invention has been described in con 

nection with magnetic tape, it is applicable as well to 
the recovery of data stored on other types of mediums 
such as magnetic drums or discs. 
What is ,claimed is: I 
1. A binary data handling system comprising: 
a source of an oscillating signal representing phase 
encoded data read froma storage medium; 

means responsive to the oscillating signal for produc 
_ ing an excursion indication signal having a 
waveform that, during each time interval in which 
the oscillating signal is varying from a peak of one 
‘polarity to a successive peak of the other polarity, 
has a magnitude varying in accordance with the 

v ' amplitude change in ‘the oscillating signal during 

20 
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H) 
such time interval, and that, during at least a por 
tion of intervening time intervals, has a predeter 
mined constant value, the means for producing the 
excursion indicating signal comprising a dif 
ferentiator and an integrator that integrates in 
dividually over the half cycles of the differentiated 
signal of one polarity; 

a threshold detector producing an output at a ?rst 
level when the excursion indication signal is below 
a threshold level and at a second level when the ex 
cursion indication signal is above the threshold 
level; ‘ 

a utilization circuit; and ‘ 

means for coupling the output of the threshold detec 
tor to the utilization circuit. 

2. The system of claim 1, in which the amplitude of 
the differentiated signal is limited so as not to exceed 
substantially the amplitude of a signal at the output of 
the differentiator having the highest frequency com 
ponent of the source required to produce a signal at the 
output of the integrator above the threshold level. 

3. A binary data handling system comprising: 
a source of an oscillating signal having peaks 

representing binary data; 
a differentiator for producing a differentiated signal 

having a waveform varying in accordance with the 
derivative of the oscillating signal; 

?rst and second integrators for integrating the dif 
ferentiated first signal, to produce first and second 
signal waveforms; 

means for clearing the integrators; 
each integrator producing a waveform that on dif 

ferent, alternate half-cycles of the differentiated 
signal has a magnitude varying in accordance with 
the amplitude change of the oscillating signal dur 
ing such half~cycles; the clearing means clearing 
each integratoron different, alternate half-cycles; 
and 

means for generating an indication each time that 
either the ?rst or second signal exceeds a threshold 
level. ' 

4. The system of claim 3, and further comprising a 
limiter circuit'connected across the output of the dif 
ferentiator, the limiter circuit limiting the positive and 
negative amplitude of the differentiated signal so as not 
to exceed substantially the positive and negative am 
plitude of a signal at the output of the differentiator 
having a frequency of the highest frequency com 
ponent of the source required to ‘produce a signal at the 
outputs of the integrators above the threshold levels. 

5. In a data handling system having a utilization cir 
cuit and a processing circuit including a bipolar peak 
detector, the processing ‘circuit being adapted to 
respond to a conventionally encoded binary data signal 
to produce data pulses for application to the utilization 
circuit, the apparatus comprising: _ 

a source for producing encoded signalsrepresenta 
tive of data stored on a magnetic surface, the 
source being coupled to the processing circuit for 
processing conventionally encoded data signals; 

a differentiator having an input coupled to the source 
for producing a differentiated signal which has a 
positive half cycle and a negative half cycle; 

a ?rst integrator for individually integrating the posi 
tive half cycles; 
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a second integrator for individually integrating the 
negative half cycles; 

?rst and second coincidence detection means each 
having an input coupled to the bipolar peak detec 
tor, the ?rst means for producing a pulse belonging 
to a ?rst group in response to each coincidence of 
a threshold level at the ?rst integrator and a posi 
tive peak indication of the bipolar peakldetector, 
the second means for producing a pulse belonging 
to a second group in response to each coincidence 
of a threshold level at the second integrator and a 
negative peak indication of the bipolar peak detec 
tor; and 

means for coupling the pulses of the ?rst and second 
groups to the utilization circuit. 

6. The apparatus of claim 5, in which: : 
the‘amplitude of the output of the differentiator is 

limited in value substantially to the amplitude of a 
signal at the output of the differentiator having the 
frequency of the,‘ highest frequency component ap 
plied to the input of the differentiator required to 
provide the threshold levels at the outputs of the 
integrators, 

7. The apparatus of claim 5, in which: 
control means are provided for causing the first and 
second means to be inoperative until a predeter 
mined number of pulses are generated by the 
processing circuit. 

8. A binarydata handling system comprising: 
a source of an oscillating signal representing binary 
encoded data read from a storage medium; 

means responsive to the oscillating signal for produc 
ing an excursionv indication signal having a 
waveform that, during each time interval in which 
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- the oscillating signal is varying from a peak of one 
polarity to a successive peak of the other polarity, 
has a magnitude varying in accordance with the 
amplitude change in the oscillating signal during 
such time interval, and that, during each interven 
ing time interval has a predetermined constant 
value; 

a threshold detector producing an output indication 
at a ?rst level when the excursion indication signal 
is below a threshold level and at a second level 
when the excursion indication signal is above the 
threshold level; 

a utilization circuit; and 
a'gate connecting the output of the threshold detec 

tor to the utilization circuit under the control of 
clock pulses. 

9. The system of claim 8, additionally comprising: 
means responsive to the oscillating signal for produc 

ing an additional excursion indication signal hav 
ing a waveform that, during each time interval in 
which the oscillating signal is varying from a peak 
of the other polarity to a successive peak of the 
one polarity, has a magnitude varying in ac 
cordance with the amplitude change in the oscil 
lating signal during such time interval, and that, 
during each intervening time interval, has a 
predetermined constant value; 

an additional threshold detector producing an output 
at a first level when the additional excursion indi 
cation signal is below a threshold level and at a 
second level when the additional excursion indica 
tion si alis above the threshold level; and __ 

means or coupling the output of the additional 
threshold detector to the utilization circuit. 

* * * i * 


